
		
	 	

	

Documented	COMPLAINTS	in	the	Tens	of	Millions	
according	to	the	National	Association	of	Insurance	

Commissioners	

																 	

§ “Bad	Faith”	Dealings	(When	an	Insured	
is	wrongfully	denied	by	the	Insurer)	

§ Examples:	
• Failure	to	properly	and	thoroughly	

investigate	claims	
• Unreasonably	delaying	payments	
• Unreasonably	denying	benefits	to	a	

claim	
• Using	unreasonable	interpretations	in	

translating	policy	language	
• Refusing	to	settle	or	fully	reimbursing	

you	for	your	loss	
	

§ It	is	estimated	that	over	97%	of	insurance	
policy	holders	NEVER	receive	what	is	justly	
due	to	them!	
														

	

	

	

Give	us	a	call!	If	you	are	missing	any	shingles,	
or	have	substantial	storm	damage	to	your	
home,	give	us	a	shot	and	you	will	not	be	

disappointed.	

(386)882-6275	

The principals behind this highly unusual 
company have fought for disaster victims all over 
this country for a total of seven years now, 
averaging a staggering 612% increase on 
insurance claims. 
The insurance industry is all about the almighty 
dollar.  Do you think for one minute you will 
receive every Penny you deserve? 
Consumers have no clue what statutes protect 
their rights and what methods are required to 
compromise the insurance industry’s well-honed 
skills to minimize every claim.  
Every year the industry provides less coverage 
with more policy exclusions while the premiums 
continue to rise. 
SBI’s staff closely reviews every square inch of 
your property and will find both problems seen 
and those not evident to the average consumer. 
We not only find all problem areas, more 
importantly, we scrutinize the adjuster’s 
inspection report, “the Scope of Loss” to insure 
all the amounts are correct and the repairs are 
adequate.  SBI uses the same software 85% of 
the insurance industry uses so we know what 
they must pay 
Less adequate assistance by public adjusters or 
attorneys would cost a consumer 10 to 20% of 
any increased revenue generated. 

	



	
		

 

																																																																											

Fear	of	Being	Dropped		
or	Rates	Increased	
This	is	the	number	one		
reason	policyholders	fail		
to	file	claims.		And	it		
stems	from	lack	of		
knowledge	 or	 understanding	 of	 laws	
governing	natural	disasters.	

Insurance	 Discrimination	 is	 not	 tolerated	
whatsoever	 in	 any	 state.	 Laws	 prohibit	
insurance	 carriers	 from	 dropping	 individual	
policyholders	or	raising	their	rates	due	to	an	
individual	filing	a	claim	related	to	an	“act	of	
God”.		This	is	not	to	say	entire	areas	can’t	be	
dropped	 or	 rates	 be	 raised	 due	 to	 the	
frequency	 of	 disasters.	 	 A	 few	 states	 allow	
providers	to	slap	their	clients	on	the	wrists	in	
varying	degrees.	

The	threat	of	retaliatory	action	by	insurance	
providers	has	always	been	a	major	concern,	
and	understandably	so	in	cases	when	
coverage	is	difficult	to	find	or	when	one’s	
financial	status	is	such	that	he	can’t	afford	
higher	premiums.		Feel	free	to	file	your	claim	
and	demand	fair	treatment	on	all	issues	
related	to	it,	as	you	have	legal	protection	to	
do	so	without	suffering	negative	
consequences.		

Check	with	this	state’s	regulatory	agency	for	
conformation	of	the	above.	Call	850-413-3030	

	

		The	Perception	of	Little	or					
													No	Damage	

Not	 filing	 a	 claim	due	 to	 little	 or	no	damage	
has	 merit	 only	 if	 and	 when	 the	 decision	 is	
based	 upon	 an	 expert’s	 inspection	 of	 the	
property	 and	 the	 inspection	 determines	
repairs	or	 replacement	 costs	will	not	 exceed	
deductibles.		The	problem	you’ll	encounter	is,	
“experts”	 are	 few	 and	 far	 between,	 and	 it’s	
difficult	 to	 know	when	 you’ve	 found	 a	 good	
one.	 	 Because	 homeowners	 are	 unaware	 of	
the	 intricacies	 of	 locating	 minor	 damage,	
they’re	 poor	 judges	 of	 quality	 or	 the	 lack	
thereof	 of	 the	 individuals	 performing	
inspections.	

I’m	 emphasizing	 this	 because	 it’s	more	 of	 a	
problem	than	most	people	might	think.		I	can’t	
count	 the	 number	 of	 times	 I’ve	 heard	
homeowners	 and	 even	 General	 Contractors	
say,	“I’m	so	lucky	my	house	wasn’t	damaged”	
but	 then	 with	 my	 assistance,	 received	
settlements	of	10,	20,	30,	up	to	40	thousand	
dollars.	

Here’s	an	incident	illustrating	how	difficult	it	
is	for	homeowners	to	assess	damage.		In	the	
little	town	of	Eustis,	Florida,	a	roofer	friend	of	
mine	asked	me	to	perform	a	personal	favor	
and	inspect	his	pastor’s	roof.		There	had	been	
a	recent	tornado,	and	although	it	hadn’t	
touched	down	in	the	immediate	vicinity,	he	
was	concerned	there	might	be	related	
damage.			à	

Continued	–	Perception	of					
						Little	or	no	Damage	

I	 should	 mention	 here,	 my	 friend	 had	
successfully	ran	his	own	roofing	business	for	
twenty	 years	 and	 couldn’t	 determine	 if	 the	
tornado	 had	 impacted	 his	 pastor	 and	
personal	friend’s	roof	in	any	way.		The	pastor	
was	 concerned	because	he	 found	excessive	
shingle	granules	on	his	sidewalk	the	morning	
after	a	tornado	touched	down	several	miles	
away.		He	didn’t	plan	to	file	a	claim	because	
he	didn’t	believe	he	had	justification	to	do	so.	

After	 visiting	 his	 lovely	 home,	 I	 found	
sufficient	 evidence	 of	 damage;	 this	 pastor	
received	 an	 entire	 new	 roof	 worth	 over	
twenty	thousand	dollars	and	another	twenty	
thousand	for	interior	and	exterior	damage.			

When	damage	is	undetected,	it	often	creates	
problems	 months	 or	 years	 down	 the	 road.		
You	may	get	lucky…or	maybe	not.		Let’s	take	
luck	out	of	the	equation.	

The	lesson	to	take	from	this	example	is	not	to	
rely	 entirely	 upon	 the	 opinion	 of	 any	 one	
roofer	or	so	called	expert	in	situations	like	the	
one	 I	described.	 	They	may	be	very	good	at	
replacing	 roofs,	 or	 consider	 themselves	 as	
pros	 but	 most	 lack	 the	 expertise	 to	
determine	 the	 extent	 of	 storm-related	
damage.	

	

	

	


